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• Part of UC Health (4th largest health system in CA)

• Medical center – 9000+ employees + 800 beds

• 3 professional schools – 1600+ faculty

UC San Diego Health

@calonghurst



COVID @ UC San Diego - 2020



Petco Park Vaccine Super Station – Jan 2021

@calonghurst



VCI Supports SMART® Health Cards for Verifiable Clinical Information

@calonghurst

https://vci.org/

https://vci.org/


What are SMART Health Cards?

https://smarthealth.cards/

@calonghurst

SMART Health Cards are paper or digital versions 
of your clinical information, such as vaccination 
history or test results. They allow you to keep a 
copy of your records on hand and easily share this 
information with others if you choose.

https://smarthealth.cards/


California Issues SMART Health Cards, June 18

More than 1M California residents downloaded their digital 
vaccine record within 2 weeks of launch@rklau

https://techblog.cdt.ca.gov/2021/07/oets-digital-vaccine-record-already-serving-more-than-1-million/


UCSD Health Issues SMART Health Cards through Epic, June 29

@calonghurst

Across UC Health…
• UC San Diego and UC Irvine 

Health live now
• UC Davis Health planning 

rollout this month
• UCLA and UCSF pending Epic 

code update



SMART® Health Card Verifier from The Commons Project, July 8

@commons_prjct



Indoor Dining in California, July 2021

@calonghurst



Travel with SMART® Health Cards, July 2021

@paulmeyernyc



What’s next?
Issuers Verifiers

Health systems Airlines

State registries Cruises

Health plans Events / entertainment

Labs Employers

Schools

@calonghurst



Questions?
Chris Longhurst, MD, MS
clonghurst@health.ucsd.edu

@calonghurst



How are IIS supporting 
digital vaccine credentials?

Nathan Bunker
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AIRA’s Strategy for 2021

• Explain what IIS can do now
• IIS have good support for query
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• Explore technical feasibility 
• With focus on consumer access
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AIRA’s Strategy for 2021

• Explain what IIS can do now
• IIS have good support for query

• Explore technical feasibility 
• With focus on consumer access

• Keep implementation decisions local
• IIS will decide what will be implemented
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https://vci.org/
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Current Architecture
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Potential Architecture
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Vaccine Credential
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Courtesy of The MITRE Corporation
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Vaccine Credential

What is it?
28
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Vaccine Credential

29

Vaccine(s)
• Code - CVX
• Date

Patient
• Name
• Date of BirthDigital Signature

• Identity of Issuer
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What’s Next

• Participate in MITRE demonstration project
• Allow us to use connection to test system

• Please tell us what you need
• Ask for technical assistance

• Participate in SISC Small Groups
• Several topics will be proposed
• Volunteer for what is relevant

30
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Vaccine Credentialing Solutions
August 2021

Jon Reid
USIIS Program Manager

jreid@utah.gov

immunize.utah.gov/usiis
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Utah Statewide Immunization Information System (USIIS)
 Created in 1996
 Opt-out system
 Contains all ages
 Voluntary participations by providers

 VFC immunizations must be reported
 Pharmacies required by DOPL Vaccine Administration Protocol
 State rule r386-800

 Total Identities: 5,863,072
 Total Vaccine records (2000-2021): 56,302,940 

 COVID Records: 3,032,152
 Providers: 3598

Overall Data Statistics
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Consumer Access Methods
Enable individual to access own immunization record
Methods supported:
 Access through Docket mobile phone app
 Request record from healthcare provider
 Request record from school/LHD
 Submit notarized form to UDOH

https://immunize.utah.gov/usiis/usiis-parents-individuals/
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Patient Zipcodes in USIIS
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 Started at AIRA 2019
 Project kick-off October 2019
 Pilot started May 2020
 Salt Lake County School District
 Sent flyer to parents of 6th graders

 Over 17,000 immunization records accessed through Docket

 Minimal changes to our system
 Added multiple phone/email to QBP
 Added report PIN for validation

Docket
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Docket
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Vaccine Credential QR Code Overview 
• Docket® supports the VCI QR code data standard
• Proof of permission is required for Google
• POC has been completed

Mock-up Proof of Concept

User Experience Description
• Docket® displays QR code for completed series
• User taps on QR code icon to export code
• Accepted by other VCI verifiers

Docket VCI
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 Availability of vaccine data
 Volunteer reporting system
 Records may not exist
 May receive vaccine in another state
 No access to federal vaccines (DOD, IHS, VA)

 No standard on how to retrieve data
 Multiple vendors
 Not all connected to same sources

Challenges with Credentialling
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 Demographic data
 Data prone to data entry errors
 Huge duplicate issue with COVID data

 Data quality
 COVID data has more data quality errors than other data
 Separate systems
 Not primary care provider
 Manually entry
 Batch upload of CSV data

Challenges with Credentialling
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 COVID hesitancy (Utah HB 308)

Except as provided in Subsection (4), a governmental entity may not require,
directly or indirectly, that an individual receive an emergency COVID-19 vaccine.
(3) The prohibited activities under Subsection (2) include:
(a) making rules that require, directly or indirectly, that an individual receive   

an emergency COVID-19 vaccine;
(b) requiring that an individual receive an emergency COVID-19 vaccine as a

condition of:
(i) employment;
(ii) participation in an activity of the governmental entity, including outside                            

extracurricular activities; or
(iii) attendance at events that are hosted or sponsored by the governmental entity; and

(c) any action that a reasonable person would not be able to deny without significant harm to 
the individual.

Challenges with Credentialling
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Combine vaccines administered from multiple states
IZGateway
Utilize bi-directional APHL hub
Allow sending out of state immunization records to state of 

residence
Allow query of other state IIS for immunization records
Need to verify necessary information when recorded as 

historical immunization for VCI

State-State Sharing
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Several methods for vaccine credentialing
Waiting for national standard to emerge

IIS must become source of data
Additional legislation
Expand sharing of data
Link to federal sources

Improvement in data quality and completeness need to occur
Additional ongoing funding needs to be secured

Conclusion
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Jon Reid
USIIS Program Manager
jreid@utah.gov
immunize.utah.gov/usiis

Thank you

mailto:jreid@utah.gov


Quan Le
Louisiana
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LA Wallet and COVID-19 Vaccination-
Background

•LA based company, ENVOC

•Digital DL app with over 770K LA residents activated

•LA Wallet is a free application

•Concerns regarding Fraud and Loss of COVID-19 “vaccine 
card” 
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LA Wallet and COVID-19 Vaccination-
Challenges/Opportunities

•Matching issues/up-to-date demographics

•No data found/New patient data added to IIS

•Consumer requests/Helpdesk support coordination
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Success!



Nor th Dakota 
MyIR Mobile  Implementat ion

M a r y  W o i n a r o w i c z ,  M A
A I R A  2 0 2 1
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ACCESS TO IMMUNIZATION RECORDS
 Before MyIR
 Providers and schools could print an official certification of 

immunization from the NDIIS user interface
 Some facilities did not have staffing resources to respond to all requests
 Some facilities charge for a copy of the record
 Request an official copy of the record from the ND Department of 

Health
 Mail or email record request form along with supporting documentation
 Mail or email record back to the requestor
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MYIR TIMELINE

April 2020
Contacted 
STC about 

connecting to 
MyIR

June 2020
fully executed 
agreements 

with STC

July 2020 
began testing HL7 
QBP/RSP interface 

between NDIIS 
and MyIR 

application

September 2020 
MyIR mobile 
application 

connected to NDIIS 
production 

environment

October 2020 
MyIR mobile 

fully enabled for 
North Dakota
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WHAT DOES MYIR DO FOR ND
 Allows members of the general public to access their NDIIS 

immunization record without needing to go through the 
formal request process
 Allows parents to access records for their minor children
 Uses a simple HL7 query/response connection to the NDIIS 

to provide direct patient access to immunization records
 Reduces the number of record requests to the NDDoH
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HOW DOES MYIR WORK IN ND

User sets up MyIR 
account and selects 

ND

MyIR sends 
standard HL7 QBP 
message to NDIIS

NDIIS uses name 
and DOB from QBP 

message to find 
matching record

NDIIS sends 
standard RSP 

message back to 
MyIR

MyIR uses name, 
birthdate, and 

phone number in 
RSP to match to 

account
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ACCESS TO IMMUNIZATION RECORDS

After MyIR
 Providers and schools can still print an official certification 

of immunization from the NDIIS user interface
 Individuals can still request an official copy of the record 

from the ND Department of Health via mail or email
We can now offer a way for individuals to directly access 

their own consolidated immunization record from the NDIIS
Can also access records for their dependent children under 18 

years of age
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CHALLENGES
 Trying to implement MyIR in the middle of the NDDoH pandemic 

response led to delays in getting agreements reviewed and fully 
executed.
 During testing, STC identified an issue with NDIIS RSP messages.
 Phone number was not being returned consistently
 NDIIS development team needed to fix RSP issue

 Fully production deployment delayed slightly due to competing 
pandemic priorities on both NDDoH and STC sides
 If name or phone number in MyIR does not match NDIIS exactly, no 

record can be returned to the user.
 MyIR users can only access record for single jurisdiction IIS.
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SUCCESSES
 Mobile, direct access to consolidated immunization record 

for North Dakotans
 Immunization program staff are able to easily update names 

and phone numbers in the NDIIS and allow MyIR users to 
find their record.
 Steady increase in the number of MyIR users accessing 

records for themselves and their dependents
 94 users leveraging MyIR in December 2020
 394 users leveraging MyIR in June 2020
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FUTURE OF MYIR IN NORTH DAKOTA

 MyIR printout cannot be used in place of an official record 
for proof of vaccination for North Dakota schools
 Will be working with STC to implement custom certificate in MyIR 

that will satisfy the official record requirement
Work on more promotion of MyIR use in North Dakota
 Participating on MyIR user group work around QR codes 

and implementing a QR code in MyIR.



THANK YOU
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Mary Woinarowicz: mary.woinarowicz@nd.gov 
NDIIS website: https://www.health.nd.gov/immunize/ndiis
Record Requests: https://www.health.nd.gov/immunize/immunization-record-request

mailto:mary.woinarowicz@nd.gov
https://www.health.nd.gov/immunize/ndiis
https://www.health.nd.gov/immunize/immunization-record-request
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